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Funding Year 2019 
 

General Changes 
 

Project Supplements 
Project supplements have been significantly condensed and are now submitted online via Google Forms. 

 

Minimum Funding Requests 
New projects are required to request at least $150,000 in CoC Program funding regardless of how they are 

funded. 

 

Clarification: New Projects Can Apply Even Without a Regional Application 
The RFP clarifies that new projects can apply for bonus funding even if their Region has $0 in their regional 

allocations. 

 

In FY 2018, a significant amount of funding was awarded outside the regional allocations because relatively 

few projects scored above the reserve threshold. 

 

The LA BOSCOC encourages new projects to apply for funding even in Regions with $0 in regional 

allocations on the assumption that at least some funding will be competitively available to them. 

 

Funding Pools Renamed 
The General Funding Pool has been renamed Bonus Funding. 

 

The DV Bonus Funding Pool has been renamed DV Bonus. 

 

These funding avenues were renamed to more closely match the language in the CoC Program NOFA. 

 

Housing First is Now Low Barrier 
Housing First language has been replaced by “low barrier” language in the CoC Program NOFA; accordingly, 

the Housing First threshold criterion for new and renewal projects has been replaced with a Low Barrier 

threshold criterion. 

 

Renewal projects are required to continue operating as Housing First projects if they did so in FY 2018. New 

projects receive additional points if they choose to operating as Housing First projects rather than low barrier 

projects. 

 

Category 2 
New and renewal RRH and TH-RRH projects are now, per the CoC Program NOFA, allowed to serve people 

who are at risk of homelessness (i.e. “Category 2”). The Local Competition follows suit. However, the LA 

BOSCOC’s Coordinated Entry System does not currently provide Category 2 referrals. The LA BOSCOC will 

investigate when and how to incorporate Category 2 into Coordinated Entry in the latter half of 2019. 

 

Scoring Committee Attendance 
The Chairs (or their designees) from several working groups will be invited to attend the LA BOSCOC Scoring 

Committee’s meeting(s) to provide expert input about homelessness within their subject areas. For more 

information, refer to the LA BOSCOC Project Rating, Ranking, and Selection document. 
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Scoring Committee Interviews 
New project applicants will have an opportunity to be interviewed by the LA BOSCOC Scoring Committee. 

These interviews will allow the Scoring Committee to ask questions about new projects and, at their discretion, 

amend those projects’ scores to reflect their applicants’ answers. 

 

Bonus Funding 

 

Bonus Funding: Projects Allowed 
Bonus funding can fund new Rapid Re-Housing (RRH), Joint Transitional Housing Rapid Re-Housing (TH-

RRH), and Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH) projects.  

 

It will not fund new Supportive Services Only (SSO or SSO-CES) or Homeless Management Information 

Systems (HMIS) projects. 

 

Bonus Funding: Only Non-DV Projects 
The General Funding Pool will only fund projects that do not exclusively serve people fleeing domestic 

violence. Those projects are instead required to apply for funding through the DV Bonus Pool. 

 

Bonus Funding: Reduced Funding 
$672,139 is available in the General Funding Pool. This is a decrease from FY 2018, during which $976,355 

was available. 

 

This net reduction is the result of two adjustments: 

(1) $675,000 is reserved from the CoC Bonus to fund new Coordinated Entry projects in the Baton Rouge, 

Houma, Natchitoches/Sabine, and Plaquemines/St. Bernard Regions; 

(2) $453,131 became available from projects at the LA BOSCOC reallocated. 

 

Bonus Funding: Youth Projects 
If the LA BOSCOC receives an award under the FY 2018 Youth Homeless Demonstration Program (YHDP) 

while the FY 2019 CoC Program Competition is open, it will immediately disqualify all youth projects to be 

funded with bonus funding and instead prioritize them for funding under the FY 2018 YHDP. 

 

DV Bonus 
 

DV Bonus: Increased Funding 
$463,967 is available under the DV Bonus. This is an increase from FY 2018, during which $366,959 was 

available. 

 

This net increase is the result of the CoC no longer reserving $100,000 to fund a new Coordinated Entry project. 

 

Scoring 
 

Scoring: Point Rebalance 
Scoring for both new and renewal project has been rebalanced such that all projects are eligible to receive up to 

100 points. 

 

Scoring: Project Type-Specific Scoring 
New projects are eligible to receive up to 12 points based on a scoring metric specific to its project type (or, for 

projects dedicated to people fleeing domestic violence, a scoring metric specific to DV projects). 
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Two of these metrics – PSH and SSO – will not be scored during FY 2019; they are projected to be scored 

during FY 2020. PSH and SSO projects will receive a weighted score on these metrics to ensure their scores are 

neither helped nor harmed.  

 

The LA BOSCOC will provide technical assistance to help PSH and SSO projects assess and meet these goals. 

 

Scoring: Question and Weighting Changes 
Certain scoring elements have been ‘re-weighted,’ increasing or decreasing the amount of a given project’s 

score that they represent. A handful have been completely changed. All indications that an element’s points 

have been “reduced” or “increased” are relative to their weight in FY 2018. 

 

Specifically: 

 The Housing First threshold criterion has been replaced by the Low Barrier threshold criterion; 

additional points are available for new projects that choose to operate as Housing First projects; 

 Cost Effectiveness points have been reduced; 

 Bed Utilization points have been increased; 

 Points available for serving people experiencing chronic homelessness, and points available for targeting 

specific populations, have been reduced; 

 Project Type-Specific Scoring elements for each project type added for renewal projects; 

 In general, questions that contribute to the CoC’s system performance measures (i.e. questions 2-9) 

weigh more heavily; 

 In general, questions that involve CoC participation and compliance (i.e. questions 10-16) weigh less 

heavily. 

 

Scoring: Bonus Points 
Certain scoring elements now award ‘bonus points’ rather than regular points. Bonus points count toward the 

total points awarded but do not count toward the maximum possible; they are, in effect, bonuses!  

 

Projections for Funding Year 2020 
 

Scoring 
The LA BOSCOC anticipates the following changes will be implemented during the FY 2020 CoC Program 

Local Competition: 

 

 Renewal PSH projects will be scored based on the number of participants who have successfully 

engaged SSI/SSDI. For more information, please refer to the PSH project specific scoring element in 

the Renewal Project Scoring Tool. 

 

 Renewal SSO projects will be scored based on the quality of their written policies and procedures. 

For more information, please refer to the SSO project specific scoring element in the Renewal Project 

Scoring Tool. 

 

 Significantly less funding will be reserved for Coordinated Entry projects. The LA BOSCOC is 

attempting to fill its need for CoC Program-funded Coordinated Entry projects during FY 2019; it will 

likely apply for significantly less Coordinated Entry funding in FY 2020. 

 

 For renewal projects, monitoring results will be weighted more heavily. As the LA BOSCOC’s 

capacity to provide technical assistance increases, and as the LA BOSCOC expects its monitoring 

process to be less exhaustive in calendar year 2019, the LA BOSCOC will be more confident that 
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projects can be accurately assessed against their monitoring results in FY 2020. However, project 

outcomes will still represent – by a wide margin – the most significant portion of project scoring. 
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Funding Year 2018 
 

New Parishes 
Parishes that were formerly a part of the Houma-Terrebonne Continuum of Care are now part of the LA 

BOSCOC and are eligible to apply for new and renewal funding through the LA BOSCOC’s Consolidated 

Application. Those parishes are Assumption, Lafourche, St. Charles, St. James, St. John, and Terrebonne. 

 

Project Application Supplements 
All applicants must now submit either the New Project Application Supplement or the Renewal Project 

Application Supplement with their project applications. These short supplements contain information necessary 

to the LA BOSCOC’s scoring tools that are not found in the project application or submitted to HUD. 

 

Minimum Funding Requests 
New projects are required to request at least $150,000 in CoC Program funding regardless of which Funding 

Pool they are applying to. 

 

New Project Funding 

General Funding Pool 

 The General Funding Pool includes both bonus funds (previously called Permanent Housing 

Bonus funds) and reallocation funds. In previous years, a given new project could not receive both 

Permanent Housing Bonus funds and reallocation funds. In FY18, HUD has allowed CoCs to combine 

those funds in the same pool. 

 

 The General Funding Pool can fund permanent housing projects, HMIS projects, and 

Coordinated Entry (SSO-CES) projects. In previous years, Permanent Housing Bonus funds could not 

fund either HMIS or SSO-CES projects. 

 

 The General Funding Pool can fund both non-DV and DV projects. This is not a change from 

previous years – projects that serve victims of domestic violence have always been able to apply on an 

equitable basis for CoC Program funds – but the LA BOSCOC believes it is important to highlight given 

that DV projects can choose instead to apply for funding through the Domestic Violence Funding Pool. 

 

 $976,355 is available in the General Funding Pool. This represents an increase of $852,563 from last 

year’s Permanent Housing Bonus is equivalent to last year’s total new project funding, which included 

more than $100,000 in reallocation funds. 

 

 Funding has been prioritized to LA BOSCOC Regions based on need. To ensure all Regions have 

equitable access to CoC Program funding, the General Funding Pool has been prioritized to each Region 

based on need. (Need is defined by the number of people experiencing homelessness who were counted 

during the January 2018 Point in Time (PIT) Count.) Each Region has a ‘funding floor’ of $150,000. 

Funding was allocated as follows: 

 

 

LA BOSCOC Region Total # of People 

Experiencing 

Homelessness 

% of People 

Experiencing 

Homelessness  

General Funding 

Pool Allocation 

Baton Rouge 353 61.39% $361,485 

Houma 45 7.83% $150,000 
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LA BOSCOC Region Total # of People 

Experiencing 

Homelessness 

% of People 

Experiencing 

Homelessness  

General Funding 

Pool Allocation 

Lake Charles 161 28.00% $164,870 

Natchitoches/Sabine 0 0.00% $150,000 

Plaquemines/St. Bernard 16 2.78% $150,000 

 

Domestic Violence Funding Pool 

 The Domestic Violence Funding Pool (DV Funding Pool) is available exclusively to new projects 

that serve victims of domestic violence. The DV Funding Pool is funded exclusively by the DV Bonus 

made available through the FY18 CoC Program NOFA. The DV Funding Pool is equally available to all 

applicants regardless of the LA BOSCOC Region in which they propose to operate. 

 

 $366,959 is available in the DV Funding Pool. This represents approximately 80% of the DV Bonus 

funding available to the LA BOSCOC; the remainder will be reserved for a SSO-CES project serving 

victims of domestic violence at the Scoring Committee’s discretion. 

 

 The DV Funding Pool can only fund two projects: up to one Rapid Re-housing project and up to 

one Joint Transitional Housing-Rapid Re-housing project. The LA BOSCOC will accept multiple 

project applications for each project type under the DV Funding Pool but will only submit one of each 

for funding under the DV Bonus, as HUD will only fund one of each project type under the FY18 CoC 

Program NOFA. 

 

Scoring 

 Threshold Criteria have been significantly expanded. The LA BOSCOC’s Threshold Criteria now 

more closely match HUD’s threshold criteria. Almost all of the new threshold criteria had in previous 

years been either informally assessed (e.g. whether the applicant was eligible under the CoC Program 

Interim Rule) or scored (e.g. Housing First). 

 

 New projects receive points for serving exclusively rural parishes. For the purposes of this 

application, all parishes in the LA BOSCOC are considered rural except East Baton Rouge, Calcasieu, 

and Terrebonne. 

 

 New projects are penalized if they do not fund at least 0.5 FTE outreach workers. This is intended 

to address a lack of outreach, especially street outreach, which the LA BOSCOC has repeatedly 

identified as one of its major deficits. 

 

 New projects receive points for cost effectiveness. Cost effectiveness is defined more fully in the 

Scoring Tool Detailed Instructions. 

 

 New projects receive points if their organization voluntarily reallocated an existing FY17 CoC 

Program project instead of applying for renewal funding in FY18. This is intended to incentivize 

organizations to reallocate projects that are lower-performing or that no longer meet either the 

organization’s or the LA BOSCOC’s priorities. 

 

 New projects receive points if their organization participated both participated in the January 

2018 PIT Count and the FY17 Housing Inventory Chart (HIC). This is intended to incentivize 

organizations to fully participate in the LA BOSCOC throughout the year regardless of whether they 

currently receive funding through a funding source that requires them to participate. 
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Renewal Project Funding 

Scoring 

 Threshold Criteria have been significantly expanded. The LA BOSCOC’s Threshold Criteria now 

more closely match HUD’s threshold criteria. Almost all of the new threshold criteria had in previous 

years been either informally assessed (e.g. whether the applicant was eligible under the CoC Program 

Interim Rule) or scored. 

 

 Renewal projects receive points for serving exclusively rural parishes. For the purposes of this 

application, all parishes in the LA BOSCOC are considered rural except East Baton Rouge, Calcasieu, 

and Terrebonne. 

 

 Renewal projects receive points for cost effectiveness. Cost effectiveness is defined more fully in the 

Scoring Tool Detailed Instructions. 

 

 Renewal projects receive points for having ‘clean’ audits and LA BOSCOC monitorings. Projects 

receive points if their organization’s most recent audit had no issues or concerns and/or if their most 

recent LA BOSCOC monitoring has no outstanding Findings. 

 

 Renewal Rapid Re-housing projects receive points based on how quickly they move participants 

into housing. Projects receive an increasing number of points based on moving people into housing 

after project entry in 60 days or fewer. 

 

Projections for Funding Year 2019 

Scoring 

 New projects will receive a small number of points based on organizational stability. This scoring 

element will incentivize projects to hire and retain high-quality staff people; projects will receive points 

for paying CoC Program staff a living wage and for funding benefits including health care and paid 

leave/sick time. 

 

 New and renewal projects will have updated cost effectiveness standards. The LA BOSCOC will 

continue to refine cost effectiveness standards as it identifies what cost effectiveness means across the 

CoC and in each LA BOSCOC Region. 

 

 Renewal projects will receive points for submitting their Annual Performance Reports (APRs) to 

the LA BOSCOC and to HUD within the prescribed timeframes.  
 

 Renewal projects will receive points for submitting their LA BOSCOC Monthly Data Reports on 

time. The LA BOSCOC Monthly Data Report will be released after the LA BOSCOC’s FY18 CoC 

Program Local Competition. It will require CoC Program projects to submit a small number of data 

elements to the LA BOSCOC on a monthly basis. All required data elements can be produced directly 

from HMIS. 

 

 Renewal projects will receive points for drawing funds at least quarterly from LOCCS. This 

dovetails with a HUD requirement published in the FY18 CoC Program NOFA.  


